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About us
Management Team

Our Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Building and fostering a culture committed to the principles of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 

(DEI) is integral to how we work. In addition to ensuring a workplace where everyone is 

heard and acknowledged, it also helps us to better connect with our clients’ needs. We work 

with them to ensure these ideals are reflected in the educational materials we develop.

Tim Davies 
CEO

Rebecca Durose-Croft 
Managing Director

Adam Wilkinson
Business Development Manager

Tom Storr
Editorial Manager

Emma Hudson 
Content & Services Manager

At Westchester Education UK and International, we understand content development. We develop print and digital programmes for national 

and international publishers and edtech providers across a wide range of subject areas and curricula. We offer the end-to-end services you 

need to create high-quality, market-ready education products. We have accessibility and inclusion at the heart of everything we do.
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What We Do
For You

■    Content Development 

■    Assessment Development 

■    Editorial Services

■    Strategic Consulting 

■    Market Research

■    Development for Global Markets

■    Art & Design Services

■    Digital Content Development

■    Curriculum Mapping

■    Culturally Responsive Education

■    Audio and Video Creation

■    Project Management 

■    Production 

■    Accessibility

■    Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Our product development team applies their professional experiences as former educators and content developers to 

each project. Our comprehensive range of services includes:

We have the capabilities you need to develop print or digital materials with accessibility in mind, ensuring 

learners are able to access education content in the format that meets their needs. 
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H. G. Wells is well known 

for his science-fiction 
stories. He imagined 
aircraft, space travel,  
and nuclear weapons  
long before they were 
developed.

Science fiction is a genre, or type of story, that includes  

science details such as space, other worlds, and  

futuristic technology. 

 The War of the Worlds and The Time Machine,  

 both by H. G. Wells, were among the first   

 science-fiction novels when they were 

published in the 1890s. In The War of the Worlds, Martians invade 

England and are destroyed by common bacteria. In The Time Machine, 

a scientist travels about 800,000 years into the future.

Science Fiction = Sci-Fi

A radio play based on The War of the Worlds is 

blamed for causing a national panic in 1938. 

Some people thought Earth was under attack. 

We now know that reports of people’s 

reactions were exaggerated.

Time travel allows for plots with 

futuristic elements and for characters 

to be affected by those elements. 

LIFE IN THE 
FUTURE

Settings in space or the  

future create unlimited  

possibilities for adventure.

SPACE 
TRAVEL

Advances in science and 

technology drive the action and 

make events exciting and 

mysterious. 

ADVANCED 
SCIENCE

Aliens and robots become 

strange, fascinating, and 

unusual characters.  

NONHUMAN 
CHARACTERS

SCIENCE FICTIONAND  

THE FIRST 
SCIENCE FICTION

Ruby’s mother rolls up on roller skates. “I like the cones, Marcos and Jamie. Did Ruby tell you about her idea?”

“Yes, I think it sounds good,” says Marcos in his polite voice. “But . . .  Do they let kids make decisions about stuff like that?”

“I’m not a kid. I’m in fifth grade!” says Ruby, folding her arms across  her chest. “I make decisions all the time.”

Marcos and Jamie feel a little like laughing, but they hold it in. Ruby  is only one year ahead of them in school, but she sometimes acts like  she’s grown up. 

Jamie thinks about it. “Okay, I’ll ask my dad if I can join.” Marcos says  he’ll ask his parents, too, though he’s not sure his mom will agree.

“Okay. We’re meeting here to discuss strategy after school on Wednesday,” says Ruby, riding off to tell more kids. “My mom will  bring treats!”

6
7

Content Development
Literacy and Humanities

LITERACY 
We believe there is no greater mission than creating 
exceptional literacy content. Our team is focused and 

passionate about creating high-quality literacy content for both 

students and teachers. 

Whether you need high-interest readers, teacher lessons, online 

student lessons, workbooks, online programs, test prep, high-

stakes assessment, games, video scripts, interactive content, 

or a core reading or literature programme, turn to our content 

development team for your next project.

HUMANITIES
We are committed to high-quality social 
studies content development that helps 

students decipher the world around them 

and become civically engaged citizens. You 

can rely on our team to create an accurate, 

engaging, and informative curriculum.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
We understand that language acquisition is critical to 

student success. Our team applies ELL-specific strategies to 

developing materials that help students acquire fluency in the 

English language, regardless of the content areas. In addition, 

we recognize the importance of national and regional 
interests and cultural values, fully embracing measures to 

incorporate notions of self-identity into our clients’ content.

BILINGUAL EDUCATION & WORLD LANGUAGES
Whether a student needs bilingual support in 
an English-speaking classroom or is learning a 
second language, Westchester applies multilingual 

approaches to teaching and learning. We engage 

students through relevant, contemporary content. 
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Astrobiologists are searching the universe for extraterrestrial 
life. The life could be tiny organisms like bacteria or advanced 
forms of life with intelligence and their own civilizations.  
To find life, the astrobiologists first use tools to locate  
places that could support life.

Is Anyone  
Out There?Extraterrestrial Life

Scientists use radio telescopes to listen  
for signals sent from space. These large 
dish-shaped antennas collect radio waves 
that enter Earth’s atmosphere. Scientists 
hope to one day pick up signals from  
alien civilizations.

Radio Telescopes

Space Telescopes

Space telescopes have helped 
scientists discover new planets.  
The Kepler Space Telescope 
searched for exoplanets, which 
are planets outside our solar 
system, and found more than 
4,000 of them!

A space probe searches planets and other objects 
in the solar system to collect data and see if there 
are any signs of life. A rover is a kind of space 
probe that can travel on the surface of  
a planet or moon. Space probes 
have landed on Mars and have  
flown close to every other  
planet in our solar system. 

Space Probes

The Cassini and Huygens  
space probes discovered 
possible giant ice dunes and  
an ocean beneath the surface  
 of Titan, one of  
 Saturn’s many  
 moons.6

Maths and Science

Content Development
MATHEMATICS
Using data to inform decisions is a crucial skill in our society, and 

proficiency in mathematics is essential for effectively analyzing 

and synthesizing such data. Having a strong understanding of 
numeracy is essential for students to be prepared for the future. 

Our content development team has the expertise required to 

develop successful mathematics programmes across primary and 

secondary education. We bring an extensive knowledge of national 

and international curricula, maths mastery and have a vast network 

of maths experts to provide high-quality content that meets your 

requirements and reflects your voice.
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Neptune’s atmosphere of hydrogen, helium, and methane  

is not nearly as thick as Jupiter’s and Saturn’s.  

But like those planets, Neptune’s atmosphere is  

extremely windy, with winds up to 1,200 miles per  

hour (1,900 kilometers per hour). 

The core is made of rock and ice and is  

about the size of Earth (a radius of  

about 3,900 miles or 6,270 km).

The methane in Neptune’s 

atmosphere is the  

main reason for its  

blue color.

Because Neptune is the farthest 

planet from the sun, its year is 

longer than any other planet’s.  

It takes Neptune about 165  

Earth years to complete its orbit. 

Notable Missions 
1612:  Astronomer Galileo  

Galilei observes Neptune  

through a telescope and  

thinks it is a star.

1846:  Astronomer Johann  

Gottfried Galle observes Neptune  

through a telescope and determines it  

is planet. It’s largest moon, Triton, is  

observed a few days later.  Another moon,  

Nereid, is discovered in 1949.

1989:  Voyager 2 mission flies by the planet  

and discovers its rings and 6 of its moons.

2003:  A team of astronomers on Earth 

discovers 5 more moons using a telescope.

2013:  Images taken by the Hubble telescope  

show the 14th moon of Neptune.

Planetary Characteristics

Diameter: 31,000 miles (50,000 kilometers)

Average Distance from Sun: 2.8 billion miles (4.5 billion kilometers)

Number of Moons: 14 known. The largest is Triton, which is the only  

major moon in our solar system that orbits backward.

Neptune

Neptune has the fastest winds ever measured in  

our solar system. Because of the tilt in its axis, it 

experiences seasonal changes, just like Earth does.

Did You Know?

Hubble

magenta

The mantle is a slushy material made up of mostly 

ammonia, water, and methane. This thick layer  

of semi-solid matter is the reason astronomers  

call Neptune and Uranus “ice giants.”

Mercury Venus Earth

Asteroid Belt 

Mars
Neptune Pluto

SaturnJupiter
Uranus

NEPTUNEGetting  
to Know SCIENCE

The study of science enables a deep understanding of 

the changes we observe in the natural world around us. 

Westchester’s science content development team realizes 

the necessity for students at all levels to develop a strong 
awareness of scientific principles by using engaging 

curriculum materials that adhere to nationally recognized 

content standards, including the National Curriculum and the 

International Baccalaureate.
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Curriculum Mapping and Gap Analysis

Curriculum Development

Curriculum mapping and gap analysis help publishers to identify any 

potential curriculum areas their existing content could be developed 

into. It also gives them confidence that they have full coverage of a 

curriculum and that their content is 100% aligned.

Depending on the results of the curriculum mapping process, a gap 

analysis may be necessary to ensure full curriculum coverage. This 

method identifies the missing learning points within existing content, 

to ensure that there is full curriculum coverage.

Once those gaps have been identified, Westchester’s content 
development teams and wide network of Subject Matter 
Experts can author the content required to fill the gaps, ensuring 

both full alignment with a given curriculum, as well as the associated 

commercial opportunities. 

The process is managed by our in-house curriculum specialists and 

editorial managers, who will ensure the quality and integrity of content 

at every milestone. Our translation service gives content providers the 

opportunity to adapt content in any language, across any curriculum.
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Curriculum Development
Culturally Responsive Education (CRE)

Westchester’s CRE rubric draws from the best practices of 

anti-bias and culturally responsible education. Our diverse 
and experienced review team uses this rubric to provide 
thorough feedback for any given program, highlighting the 

strengths, weaknesses, and omissions that exist 

within the content. They identify solutions for the 

material that will maximize inclusivity, while also 

resolving language, coverage, viewpoints, or 

representations that are problematic.

Our CRE review service was shortlisted for 

the 2021 Stationers’ Company Innovation 

Excellence Award, and we were honoured 

to receive a Stationers’ Company 

Warrant in 2022.
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Curriculum Development
Translation

Translation demands precision of terminology and the capacity to accommodate specific target audiences 
globally. It also requires an understanding of the education market, with experience developing programmes in multiple 

languages. Westchester offers the reliability, precision, and experience required for a multitude of education-related 

translations, including student materials, teacher materials, academic translations, journals, fiction and non-fiction 

pieces, poetry, course books, and ancillaries. 

Westchester can provide translation in more than two dozen languages for a variety of markets, including:

n	Arabic

n	Cantonese

n	Dutch

n	French

n	German

n	Greek

n	Hindi

n	 Italian

n	Japanese

n	Korean

n	Mandarin

n	Norwegian

n	Polish

n	Russian

n	Spanish

n	Swedish

n	Thai

n	Turkish

n	Ukranian

n	Vietnamese
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Audio and Video Creation
Educational resources benefit from incorporating 

audio and video components to bring your content 

alive. Whether you need live action or animation, 

native or foreign language speakers, we work 

closely with your teams to find the best media 

solutions to meet your needs. Strategic Consulting
Whether you want to develop a scope and sequence based on existing 

frameworks, create prototypes for your sales and marketing teams, 

conduct upstream market research, or map an existing curriculum to 

a new set of requirements, Westchester’s content team can provide 

expert guidance. The team applies decades of teaching, publishing, and 

product development experience to your project ideas to make sure 

your materials will be pedagogically sound and ideally positioned to 

address the evolving needs of the education marketplace.

NEW IMAGE?
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Development Services
Assessment

Assessing student progress is a vital tool for delivering high-quality, 

targeted instruction. Whether you require diagnostic, formative, or 

summative assessments, our content development team has expertise 
with a variety of platforms, formats, and client-specific content 
management systems. We work with you to develop the correct 

programme to successfully measure and analyze student achievement, 

while providing students with positive and effective teaching and 

learning experiences.
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Development Services
Editorial Services

You can count on Westchester to deliver educationally appropriate materials of the 

highest quality through the expertise of our editorial services team. Our copyeditors are 

well-versed in developing style sheets for individual client house styles. Our fact-checkers 

have been trained in best practices and are accustomed to adapting their processes to 

client fact-checking requirements and workflows.

Our editorial services team also ensures post-manuscript content is accurate and 
highly polished. From checking page proofs during production edits and proofreads or 

through alpha, beta, and gold reviews of online interactives, games, animations, or videos, 

our editorial services team makes sure that your materials are accurate and polished.

The next day, we visit the local library. Aunt Fergie helps us find books and articles about recycling and reducing waste.

“What do you kids think about making a petition?”

“What’s a petition?” Jeannie asks.

“Oh! I read about this!” I say. “A petition is a request for someone in charge to make a change to something.“

“Exactly! If your petition gets enough signatures, city council can put the issue on the ballot for people to vote on,” Aunt Fergie explains.

“I think we should ask the city to have recycling in our neighborhoods!” Aja says. “We only have regular trash pickup, and that goes to landfills.”

“There should be an education program that explains why recycling is important,” I say.

“Can we ask to make a recycling program with a goal to recycle a certain amount of the waste in the city?” Jeannie asks.

“You sure can! Those are all great ideas!” Aunt Fergie tells us. “I’ll help you write the petition, and then we can go to city hall to submit our request.”

10
11

People create and sign petitions to show they care about an 
issue and want to help create change.
•   A petition is a request to change something, most commonly 

made to a government official or public entity. 
•  The Petition Clause of the First Amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution guarantees the right of the people “to petition 
the Government for a redress of grievances.”
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The illustration team at Westchester create imaginative, 

attention-grabbing, and engaging illustrations for any subject 

and grade level content, from simple line art to complex, 

multi-colour graphics. We are adept at expanding your 
existing illustration approach, matching the look and feel 

of previously created imagery, and identifying comprehensive 

graphic approaches for new or updated products.

Art, Design, & Media Management
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Well-designed pages enhance student 

comprehension, and engaging imagery helps 

students grasp difficult concepts more easily. Our 

design teams consistently create effective visual
content to support all subject areas across 
all grade levels, working seamlessly with our 

development and production teams to ensure our 

clients’ visuals complement the text and the text 

augments the visuals.

Art, Design, & Media Management
Design Services
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ART & MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Managing art and media assets for a project can be time-

consuming. Free your team up to focus on other important 

design initiatives by letting us expertly handle photo 
research, database management, permissions reviews, 
and other repetitive tasks that are taking up your staff’s 

valuable creative time.

Nomads of the SeaTHE SAMA-BAJAU PEOPLE

Imagine spending most of your life at sea instead of on land. This is how the Sama-Bajau people of Southeast Asia

live as sea nomads. A nomad is a person who moves from place to place instead of living in a permanent home.

          Challenges
•  Some people are suspicious of the Sama-Bajau and don’t trust 

them because they are nomads who live differently. 

•  Overfishing leads to fewer fish in the ocean and makes it harder for 

the Sama-Bajau to get their main source of food and income. 

          Food
•  The Sama-Bajau are hunter-gatherers, meaning they hunt (fish)  

and gather food. They also trade with their neighbors.

          Home
•  Many Sama-Bajau live in wooden houses built on stilts in  

shallow water that are connected by footbridges. Other people  

live on houseboats.

          Work
•  The Sama-Bajau fish and gather shells, pearls, and other things 

from the sea. They make objects for their own use and for trading, 

such as boats, mats, and pottery. 

          Location
The Sama-Bajau live on the Indonesian archipelago  

(ar-kuh-PEL-uh-go) and on the Sulu archipelago in the  

Philippines. An archipelago is a group of islands.

Did You Know?
Because they have been nomads 

for generations, many Sama-Bajau 

are stateless; they are not citizens 

of any country.

          Adaptation
An adaptation is a physical or behavior change that helps a living 

thing better survive and function in its environment. 

•  When diving deep, pressure compresses 

the air inside your body, which is painful. 

Some Sama-Bajau purposefully puncture 

their eardrums to prevent the painful 

buildup of pressure. 

•  The Sama-Bajau have larger 

spleens than most people. 

Having a larger spleen allows 

them to hold their breath 

longer than most people can.

Philippines

NNWN NE
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1DAY    

86 • WEEK 18 

 COMPREHENSION:   Power Standard Support Strategy    

 Make Connections  

  OBJECTIVE   
  Children will make 
connections among elements 
of a story.   

  FORMATIVE 
   

  Take note of what strategies 
children use to make 
connections. Take a picture 
walk through  What Should 
I Make? 
pictures provide details 
that help the reader make 
connections about what 
is happening. Share the 

What 
 Have 

partners write or draw 
what is happening. Then 
have children complete the 
sentence frame:  The book 
tells that   ________   uses the 

  ________ .  

  If  children demonstrate a 
need for additional support 
and practice,  then  use the 
online support activities.   

  SMALL-GROUP 
AND INDEPENDENT 

    
If you are using the Leveled 
Bookroom, based on what 
you have observed and 
know about your children’s 
instructional reading levels/
skill or strategy needs, use 
the  Accelerator Tool  to locate 
relevant titles to support your 

evaluate data from digital 
tools used independently 

Data 
Informed Instruction  in your 
 

    Let’s revisit  What Should I Make?  and think about how the events 
in the book are connected. Making connections can help us better 
understand what we’ve read.     

 Introduce 
make connections 

about the events in a story to better understand it. Readers can ask 
 

    Teach 
  Model how to make connections using  What Should I Make?  

   Think Aloud 

  Try 

is playing with dough. Check on their understanding by asking strategic 
questions such as: 

• 
• 

  Independent and/or Small-Group Work 
Ensure Daily Independent Reading     

during a portion of their independent reading of a self-selected book. Have 
children self-select books from their classroom libraries or     .    

  Reflect      TURN AND TALK

share with the class.   

       Standard Link

MICRO-LESSON

by Nandini Nayar

Illustrations by 
          Proiti Roy

 What Should

       I Make?
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1DAY    

UNIT: What I Can Do • 87

 WRITING WORKSHOP:   I Think This Because...    

 Draft 

  OBJECTIVE   
  Children will write opinion 
statements about topics and 
school and provide evidence 
to support their opinions.     

  USE    
• 

•  What I Think and Why 

  SUPPORT   
•   Provide sentence stems 

opinion statements with 
evidence. Work with children 
to create a growing list of 
words for opinion writing, 
such as   

and 
about.    

  Introduce 

Workshop Resource Book Briefly review how to use it. Remind children that 
people make opinions stronger by adding reasons that support the opinion.   

  Independent and/or Small-Group Work 
  Have children work independently to select opinion statements from their 

Resource Book and brainstorm reasons to support several opinions. Have 

 Confer with individual children and call together skill-based small groups to 
ensure all children are successful at this assignment. Identify children who 
struggle with selecting an opinion they feel strongly about, or parsing out 
reasons to support the selected opinions.  

 Possible conferring questions:  

• 
• 
• 

for modeling for the whole class. Use these as exemplars for children when 
providing feedback.   

  Share  

the Writing Workshop Resource Book. 

performance-based assessment to determine if children need additional 
instruction or support as a whole class, in small groups, or one on one.    

BL_TG_G1U4_W18D1_084-089   87 3/22/19   2:57 PM

Production & Project Management

PRODUCTION SERVICES
Our UK-based in-house team, supplemented with freelance resources, as well as 

our wholly-owned production facilities in India, are experienced with page layout, 
integrated InDesign/InCopy workflows, XML tagging, and digital conversion. This 

exclusive combination of production resources and capabilities provides your projects 

with a high level of flexibility, quality, affordability, and customer service that vendors 

with production teams based solely offshore simply cannot match.

When your projects require a full-service solution, Westchester has everything 

you need. Our experienced project management and production staff work with 

your internal teams and our project leads to make sure your projects remain in 

scope, on schedule, and within budget. 
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  Unit 4   What I Can Do  

 Reading 
Interactive Read-
Aloud, Interactive 
Reading, Shared/
Close Reading, 
Connect the 
Learning

 Shared/Close Reading 
 “Getting Fit” 

 Shared/Close Reading 
 “Getting Fit”    

Power Standard 1.6   
Informational Text Graphic  

 Organizer

 Shared/Close Reading 
 “Get Up and Go!”: Chart 

    Shared/Close Reading 
 “Get Up and Go!”: Chart    

Power Standard 1.6   
Informational Text Graphic  

 Organizer

 Connect the Learning 
 Cross-Textual Analysis    

Link to Social-Emotional 
Learning

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:   
 Use a favorite read-aloud text to 

model for children how to use 
the Vocabulary Strategy with a 

longer text.

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:   
 Use a favorite read aloud text 
and the anchor chart provided 

to model for children how to use 
the Metacognition Strategy with 

a longer text.

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:   
 Use a favorite read-aloud text to 

model for children how to use the 
Comprehension Strategy with a 

longer text.

    Interactive Read-Aloud Option:  
Use a favorite read-aloud text to 

model for children how to use the 
Comprehension Strategy with a 

longer text.

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:  
Use a favorite read-aloud text 
and the anchor chart provided 

to model for children how to use 
the Metacognition Strategy with 

a longer text.

 Micro-Lessons  
Focus on 
Comprehension, 
Metacognition, 
Vocabulary

 Vocabulary 
 Building Word Knowledge: 

Action Words 

 Metacognition 
 Summarize  

 Comprehension 
 Use Picture Clues    

Power Standard 1.6   
Support Strategy   

    Comprehension 
 Identify Author’s Purpose    

Power Standard 1.6   
 Support Strategy  

 Metacognition 
 Summarize  

 Writing 
Workshop 

 I Think This Because… 
 Revise 

 I Think This Because… 
 Edit 

 I Think This Because… 
 Revise/Edit 

    I Think This Because… 
 Publish/Share 

 I Think This Because… 
 Share 

 Phonics 
(can be done whole-class
 or small-group)

 Contractions 
 Blending    

Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

 Contractions 
 Build and Sort Words    

Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

 Contractions 
 Spelling Words/Dictation    

Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

    Contractions 
 Connect to Reading   

Build Fluency    
Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

 Contractions 
 Extend Knowledge 
Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

 

   Small-
Group 
Guided 
Reading 
Instruction 
  Theme-
Related Titles    

Get Up and Go! The Father Who 
Walked on His HandsWhere Do People Hike?

 DAY 1  DAY 2  DAY 3  DAY 4 DAY 5

   Unit Focus 
  Link to Everyday Literacy    

 Small-Group
Guided Reading
Instruction 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

    Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Structured
Independent 
Reading and 
Personalized 
Learning 

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

   •   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

Week 20
40

It’s Get Up and Go Week at school. 

We ate outside today.We are eating right to keep fit.
We are eating right to keep fit.That means we are eating a lot more fruits and vegetables.

We played games outside. 
We played games outside. I ran a lot today. 

Our teacher says that running helps keep you fit.  
First, we had a relay race.I was the last one to raceon my team.

And I had to run very fast!

Getting FitGetting FitGetting FitGetting Fit
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It’s Get Up and Go Week 

at school. 

We ate outside today.

We are eating right to keep fit.

We are eating right to keep fit.

That means we are eating 

a lot more fruits and vegetables.

We played games outside. 
We played games outside. 

I ran a lot today. 

Our teacher says that running 

helps keep you fit.  

First, we had a relay race.

I was the last one to race

on my team.

And I had to run very fast!

Getting FitGetting FitGetting FitGetting Fit
Doing exercise is an important 

part of staying healthy. 

 It doesn’t take a lot of time.

All you need to do is get up and go!
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  This Week’s Objectives 
  READING 
   Power Standard 1.6  Children will locate examples 
of how illustrations and key details support a 
character’s point of view, or support the author’s 
purpose in an informational text.   

•    This standard represents an introduction to 
author’s purpose in order to answer the question, 

“Why did the author compose the text?” Was the 
purpose to inform the reader or explain something? 
(informative/explanatory) Was the purpose to 
entertain the reader? (narrative) Was the purpose to 
give his or her own opinion to persuade the reader 
to think in a certain way? (opinion/argument)  

•   It is important to note key details, illustrations, and 
opinions, perspectives, and positions that support 
a point of view or author’s purpose.  

  Comprehension Strategies  that support 

  1. Use Picture Clues 
 2. Identify Author’s Purpose  
    WRITING 
  Children will create images for opinion speeches, 
and revise, edit, share, and celebrate their work.    

  SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
  Children will discuss key details or visuals and ask 
and answer questions about the author’s purpose in 
an informational text.   

  SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING 
  Planning    

 Reading 
Interactive Read-
Aloud, Interactive 
Reading, Shared/
Close Reading, 
Connect the 
Learning

 Shared/Close Reading 
 “Getting Fit” 

 Shared/Close Reading 
 “Getting Fit”    

Power Standard 1.6   
Informational Text Graphic  

 Organizer

 Shared/Close Reading 
 “Get Up and Go!”: Chart 

    Shared/Close Reading 
 “Get Up and Go!”: Chart    

Power Standard 1.6   
Informational Text Graphic  

 Organizer

 Connect the Learning 
 Cross-Textual Analysis    

Link to Social-Emotional 
Learning

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:   
 Use a favorite read-aloud text to 

model for children how to use 
the Vocabulary Strategy with a 

longer text.

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:   
 Use a favorite read aloud text 
and the anchor chart provided 

to model for children how to use 
the Metacognition Strategy with 

a longer text.

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:   
 Use a favorite read-aloud text to 

model for children how to use the 
Comprehension Strategy with a 

longer text.

    Interactive Read-Aloud Option:  
Use a favorite read-aloud text to 

model for children how to use the 
Comprehension Strategy with a 

longer text.

 Interactive Read-Aloud Option:  
Use a favorite read-aloud text 
and the anchor chart provided 

to model for children how to use 
the Metacognition Strategy with 

a longer text.

 Micro-Lessons  
Focus on 
Comprehension, 
Metacognition, 
Vocabulary

 Vocabulary 
 Building Word Knowledge: 

Action Words 

 Metacognition 
 Summarize  

 Comprehension 
 Use Picture Clues    

Power Standard 1.6   
Support Strategy   

    Comprehension 
 Identify Author’s Purpose    

Power Standard 1.6   
 Support Strategy  

 Metacognition 
 Summarize  

 Writing 
Workshop 

 I Think This Because… 
 Revise 

 I Think This Because… 
 Edit 

 I Think This Because… 
 Revise/Edit 

    I Think This Because… 
 Publish/Share 

 I Think This Because… 
 Share 

 Phonics 
(can be done whole-class
 or small-group)

 Contractions 
 Blending    

Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

 Contractions 
 Build and Sort Words    

Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

 Contractions 
 Spelling Words/Dictation    

Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

    Contractions 
 Connect to Reading   

Build Fluency    
Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

 Contractions 
 Extend Knowledge 
Scholastic F.I.R.S.T

   NEXT STEP GUIDED READING 
ASSESSMENT 
  Periodically assess children for placement in guided 
reading leveled readers. 

 See reports on your digital dashboard and additional 
assessment options in your Implementation Guide, starting 
on page 96.    

 DAY 1  DAY 2  DAY 3  DAY 4 DAY 5

  Structured Independent 
Reading and Personalized 

Learning 
   Classroom Libraries  
  15–20 minutes of self-selected reading   

   Scholastic Literacy Digital Suite  
•     Literacy Pro   

 Children continue to browse and select ebooks for 
their personal bookshelf, and read ebooks, or any 
book and log time. 

•    Scholastic F.I.R.S.T.   
 F.I.R.S.T. adapts to each child’s needs. Children 
will continue to work independently, progressing at 
their own pace to build foundational skills. 

•    W.O.R.D.   
 Children continue using the program to build their 
knowledge of thematic content and how words work.    

 Small-Group
Guided Reading
Instruction 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

    Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Leveled Bookroom 4.0 
or   

 Theme-Related Titles 

 Structured
Independent 
Reading and 
Personalized 
Learning 

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

   •   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

•   Scholastic F.I.R.S.T. 
•  W.O.R.D. 
•  Literacy Pro 
•  Classroom Libraries  

 Connect the Learning 

40

We played games outside. 
We played games outside. 

I ran a lot today. 

helps keep you fit.  

First, we had a relay race.

on my team.

Getting FitGetting FitGetting FitGetting Fit

Doing exercise is an important part of staying healthy.  It doesn’t take a lot of time.All you need to do is get up and go!
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Doing exercise is an important part of staying healthy.  It doesn’t take a lot of time.All you need to do is get up and go!
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Under the Westchester model, the project manager ensures that your project 
moves smoothly and effectively through the workflows. Consider our 

project management team as an extension of your in-house staff, providing 

you with a high level of communication, transparency, and attention to detail. 

Working together with our editorial, art, design, and production staff, the PM 

team ensures project schedules are maintained using customized workflow 

steps with your scope and budget considerations in mind.
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15

14

On the short drive over to Dad’s apartment, Diego asked Uncle George a lot of questions about the accident: How did he fall? How high was the ladder? When did he fall? How big is his cast? What color is it?  Uncle George didn’t have time to answer.

When Uncle George parked 
the car, Diego jumped out 
and ran up the stairs to 
Dad’s apartment. Andrea 
followed behind with Uncle 
George. As they came to 
the open door, Andrea 
heard Diego ask, “How 
long do you have to wear 
that, Daddy?“

15

14

14
15

I can make the Bad Sun go I can make the Bad Sun go awayaway!!”” she tells the Emperor.  she tells the Emperor. 

“But how?” he asks. “You are just a poor little girl.”
“But how?” he asks. “You are just a poor little girl.”

“Well, I can use my bow and arrow,” Chang’e answers.
“Well, I can use my bow and arrow,” Chang’e answers.

“Ahhhhhh “Ahhhhhh !!” The people understand.” The people understand.

The Emperor doesn’t know what to do.The Emperor doesn’t know what to do.
The The peoplepeople don’t know  don’t know what to do. what to do. 

Even the firefighters can’t help.Even the firefighters can’t help.
No one has an idea, No one has an idea, butbut  wait. wait.   

What about ChangWhat about Chang’’e? e? 
14

15
14

15

Then, we ran to the forest when we heard a loud cry.A big, brown bear had a leaf in his eye. What else have we done? There’s too much to say.But let me tell you what happened today.

15
14

20

Accessibility
Making sure content is accessible is more important than ever, especially as all content 

providers will be required to comply with the European Accessibility Act by 2025.

At Westchester, creating content that is both accessible and equitable is top of our 

agenda.

Our expert editorial teams can make content discoverable, usable, and accessible 

using a number of methods including metadata and alt-text creation.

Westchester is also a Benetech Global Certified Accessible™ vendor, which means we 

have demonstrated success in consistently producing files that are in accordance with 

Benetech’s GCA certification standard, meeting the EPUB Accessibility 1.0 Conformance 

and Discovery specification, and exceeding a publishing standard level of WCAG 2.0 A.
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